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Event:
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Harveys Lake Tahoe
No-Limit Hold’em Main Event
$1,675
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6 November 2017
458
$687,000
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MAX YOUNG WINS HARVEYS LAKE TAHOE MAIN
Oregon pro collects second WSOP Circuit ring and career-best $147,699
Max Young is becoming something of a standout on the WSOP Circuit. Young put on another
impressive performance this weekend at Harveys Lake Tahoe, outlasting a field of 458 entries to
win the Main Event. The victory is his second in as many seasons on the traveling tour.
Young, 32, is a professional poker player from Portland. He initially moved to the coast of
Oregon for its world-class surfing, but he eventually headed into the city once poker became
more of a serious pursuit.
“I played poker just for fun, just to be social,” Young spoke of his background. “Some people
noticed my game, and they encouraged me to keep working on it. And I have.”
The efforts are paying off so far. This result moves him well over a half million dollars in
tournament earnings, with most of that coming during the last two years. “It’s just been unreal,”
he said.
Young’s first win came in January in West Palm Beach on a rare trip to the east coast. Despite
cashing five times in that series, he lost his grip on the Casino Champion title during the final
event, finishing second in the race. This win in Tahoe gives him that seat to the WSOP Global
Championship that eluded him the last time around.
The path to this victory was mostly smooth for Young, who needed only a single entry to
advance to Day 2. He did so with 123,000 chips, about an average stack, and he was the chip
leader by the end of the day.
One of the pivotal pots came on the last hand before the Day 2 dinner break. Young check-raised
with jack-high on a seven-high flop, then put in another raise when he faced more resistance. His
opponent was the eventual third-place finisher, Jasthi Kumar, who surrendered the big pot.

That bluff moved Young into second place with 16 players left, and he ended up taking the chip
lead on one of the first hands at the final table.
“I was pretty nervous coming into Day 3,” Young said in his postgame interview. “It’s a lot of
pressure to be the chip leader. But once we started playing I felt good.”
If he was nervous at the final table, it didn’t show. Young is a poised tournament player, and he
was in and out of the chip lead for the entirety of the final day. He eliminated Cary Marshall in
sixth place, then his friend Kumar in third to set up the heads-up match against James Carroll.
Carroll was also in and out of the chip lead all tournament long, and he put up a good fight for
the ring in the end. There were close to 200 big blinds in play for the final duel, but neither man
seemed interested in taking it slow.
On the final hand, Carroll was dealt ace-ten against Young’s pocket tens, and all the chips went
into the middle. A board full of blanks ended the match in short order, with Young as the victor.
The nerves finally did come out once the final river card was dealt. Young held two shaking
fingers up to signify his two wins as he posed for photos once again. “I need a drink,” he
laughed.
Final Table Results
1st: Max Young
2nd: James Carroll
3rd: Jasthi Kumar
4th: Jed Hoffman
5th: Tony Bracy
6th: Cary Marshall
7th: Justo Avalos
8th: Haran Nagarajan
9th: Victor Paredes

$147,699
$91,323
$66,715
$49,457
$37,194
$28,373
$21,950
$17,223
$13,706
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MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER
Name:
Nationality:
Birthplace:
Current Residence:

Max Young
USA
Connecticut
Portland, Ore.

Age:
32
Profession:
Poker player
WSOP Bracelets:
0
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1
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